College sends delegates to Model UN Conference

PCB announces S.H.O.U.T.! I KecycleManiabegins
Week to focus on
United States
educa tion system
BY GRIFFIN Mnro
News Editor
Education is the focus of the Pugh
Community Board (PCB) s 7th annual
Speaking, Hearing, Opening Up Together! (S.H.O.U.T.!) Week. According
to an Official Notice from PCB Public
ity Chair Ty Steinhauser '14, the theme
will be "Misedueation Nation." This
year, S.H.O.UT! Week will last from
Thurs. Feb. 27-Thurs. Mar. 6.
"Our theme this year will explore
the problems of our U.S. education
system and how much our society val
ues education ," Steinhauser wrote in
the email. He also announced that the
keynote speaker for S.H.O.UT! Week
will be Geoffrey Canada, who will
speak on Thurs. Feb. 27 in Ixwimer
Chapel at 7 p.m. Students, faculty and
staffcan pick up tickets for the event in
Pulver Pavillion on Feb. 24-26 from 9
a.m.-l p.m.
"For over twenty years, Canada has
served as the President and Chief Executive Officer for Harlem's Children
Zone, an organization devoted to hel p
ing underprivileged African American
children in the Harlem neighbor
hood succeed (inside and outside of
the classroom) as well as ensuring
that these children , regardless of their
race and class, have the opportunity to
challenge themselves and attend col
lege," Steinhauser explained.
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The Harlem Children Zone is a nonErofit organization with three pubc charter schools and a pre-school
program educating a total of 12,300
children today. The Children's Zone
also provides parenting programs and
health services for children.
PCB Chair Juliette Chan '14 said
that the board chose Canada as
the keynote speaker for this year's
S.H.O.UT! Week because they feel
that education "consists of a lot of multicultural issues" that students at the
College do not often talk about. Chan
said she believes that Canada can provide a valuable perspective on these
issues and discuss how he's working
toward a solution.
Chan said that the S.H.O.UT!
Week speakers, including Canada ,
will focus on how education has affected them. "We wanted to bring it
back to how access to education has
changed all of our lives," she added.
These speakers will present different
views on the state of education in the
United States and what the correct
path forward may entail. Canada ,
for example, advocates for charter
schools, while other speakers will
talk about the merits of traditional
public schools.
PCB will also hold a panel with professors from multiple disciplines including Dr. Gerald and Myra Dorros
Professor of Chemistry Julie Millard
and Associate Professor of Education
Adam Howard. These professors will
share their own experiences with education, their approaches to teaching
students with different learning styles
and their views on education reform

in the US.
Another part of the S.H.O.UT!
Week schedule will be a screen ing of Dead Poets Society, a 1989
film starring Robin Williams as an
English teacher at Welton Academy
in Vermont. PCB's aim in showing
the film is to help the College community acknowledge the differences
between education at public and
private schools, as well as examine
teaching and achievement differences at these schools.
S.H.O.UT! Week will conclude
with an endnote speech delivered by
Jeronimo Maradiaga *09 who was a
Posse Scholar while at the College and
grew up in the Bronx. Maradiaga will
receive the Second Annual S.H.O.UT!
Award for his contributions within the
realm of education. He will discuss his
experience with the US education system growing up, his years at the College and his work as an educator in the
New York City public schools. "He's
going to offer a different perspective
than Geoffrey Canada," Chan said.
Chan emphasized that PCB is not
trying to advocate one approach to
education reform over another, but to
present multiple outlooks on education and persuade community members to talk about these perspectives.
"We want to promote honest dialogue," she said.
Overall, Chan and PCB hope that
this years S.H.O.UT! Week will draw
attention to problems with education in the US and motivate students
to make their own conclusions about
what must be done to fix our education system.
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B Y CONRAD TROAST
News Staff
In the eight weeks from Feb. 2 to
Mar. 29, the College will be competing against rivals Middlebury College
and Bowdoin College in RecycleManias New England Small College
Athletic Conference (NESCAC) competition. Created in 2001 as a way to
foster healthy competition between
the Ohio University and Miami University sports teams, RecycleManiahas
seen exponential growth in the past 13
years.
In 2004, the initiative partneredwith
the Environmental Protection Agency's WasteWise program in an effort
to increase awareness about recycling
issues and to spread environmental activism programs to colleges throughout North America. Today,RecycleMania reports the participation of over
680 campuses from 49 US States. In
the landmark numbers of 2011, Colby
students, staff, and administrators were
among 7.5 million participants who
contributed to the recovery of over 91
million pounds of waste, equivalent to
preventing the release of 127,553 metric tons ofCO
Kevin Bright, the chair of the College's Office of Sustainability, is promoting the RecycleMania competition
on campus. Bright came to the College
this fall with an undergraduate degree
from Middlebury and a graduate degree from Boston University. Most
recently, he worked at Harvard University as an integral part of their Green
Building Services Department, advo
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eating for the construction of energyefficient buildings and ensuring LEED
standards.
In addressing concerns for RecycleMania this year. Bright identified
the need for an increase in marketing
and communication within the College community.He recently discussed
a student-runinitiative called EcoReps
that he hopes will help encourage students to livean environmentallyfriendly lifestyle. "Eleven student EcoReps
were hired to promote the competition
around Colby's dorms and common
areas, and informational displays will
be set up in Pulver to show Colby's recycling percentages compared to other
NESCAC schools," he said. "Hopefully,
this will help students understand what
things can be recycled and what can't."
Alongside the EcoRep program, the
Office of Sustainability plans to use
Earth Day and Earth Week in April to
look back on the results of RecycleMania and improve upon the participation
that the competition will hopefully inspire. Although Bright only arrived on
campus this fall, he spoke confidently
about the direction in which these pro ¦
grams are heading: "These projects are
still in their infancy, so we are trying to
figure out the best way to engage with
the largest number of students on cam
pus. A main initiative is to spread news
of our recycling program and try to
boost overall engagement^ Bright said.
One often -overlooked benefit of
RecycleMania is the impact the comcont'di see RecycleMania. p. 3
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Gilkes screensAmistadParker tackles Obama's legacy
B Y M EGAN LA S H E R
Asst. News Editor
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Economist lectures on
Obama 's
presidency
BY SARAH BARRESE
Local News Editor
Richard Parker , a lecturer in
fmblic policy and a Senior Felow of the Snorenstein Center at
the Harvard Kenned y School of
Government , discussed Barack
Obama 's potential legacy and
the emergence of a new era in
American political influence in a
College-wide lecture this Sunday
nig ht.
According to William R . Kenan Jr. Professor of Government
Sand y Maisel . Parker 's impressive
back ground in political counseling, p hilanthropy and social
entrepreneurship in addition to
his curriculum at the Kenned y
School "demonstrates the nexus
between the fields of economics
and government."
Parker began the discussion b y
challenging the student bod y to
mesh two different areas of stud y
just as he did. "Your generation
must learn to synthesize across
discip lines because the problems
you face are interdiscip linary."
ne said. He added that students
should "treasure the opportunity
to work in the confines of a small
liberal arts college."
Parker went on to encourage
his audience to "think clearl y
about the permanent interactions between the private and
public sector." He asserted that
the two sectors cannot be separated because of two critical role
additions to the presidential office: economist-in-chief of the
United States and leader of the

world- Thoug h not established in
the Constitution , these responsibilities have become essential to
leading effectively.
Noting the futility of criticizing
market economies or government
involvement. Parker explained
the historical role of the government in the economy since the
end of World War II . when the
average of public sector presence
in the GDPs of Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD)
member countries
swelled to 40 to
50 percent. In the
United States , less
than 40 percent
of the GDP moves
throug h the public sector , but the
percentage has increased somewhat
in recent decades.
"Human
beings have lived in
a market economy
since the Neolithic
time. [...] We now
live in a capitalist
era of market relations ," Parker said.
"In the 21st century, the idea that
you are going to go
back to a government that is onl y
5 percent of the GDP is impossible "
PaTker reminded his audience that the modern two-party
system dates back to 1860 when
constituents elected Abraham
Lincoln as the United States ' first
Republican president. Since then ,
the Republican and Democratic
parties have dominated the country 's government in cycles, with
a long Republican era followed

by a long Democratic era and a
long Republican era once again.
According to Parker, war or financial sector recession tends to
cause these era shifts in American
politics, and "the characteristics
of era change are now present. "
Nevertheless, ongoing financial
crises and shifting global economies suggest a major renovation
in the United States ' worldwide
economic role. "For more than
130 years, we, as
Americans ,
have
lived within the
world's
largest
economy. That will
end in your generation," Parker said,
i To determine the
United States' most
effective and successful role during
this power shift ,
Parker encouraged
students to
'be
bold and imag inative to move forward as a generation."
Acknowled ging
Obama 's rhetoric as
that of a refraining
president , Parker
speculated that the
country sits at the
cusp of transformative change in political power
and international relations. For
now, that transformation remains
incomp lete. "Obama's challenge
was to get on top of the financial
crisis he was handed when he
came into office," Parker said. "He
half-did the job. "
Thoug h the economy has
steadil y improved in the last
six years. Parker noted that the
Obama administration failed to
mobilize the economy quickl y; the
nation remains rife with discouraged unemp loyed citizens and
burgeoning economic inequality still plagues the country. "By
stumbling on this issue , Barack
Obama has left an unresolved
transformative era for you," he
said. Thoug h this may seem like
a bi g burden for the younger generation , Parker encouraged students to see the work to be done
as a challenging opportunity in
stead of a hopeless obstacle.
"Your generation needs to determine a realistic size of government in the economy." Parke r
said, cautioning students to remain aware that these two roles
are intricatel y tied together, or
"literally, deeply wedded"
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Recyc lingComp etition
cont 'd: from RecycleMania , p. 1
petition has on the greater Waterville
community. This year, as in years
past, the competition focuses on the
recycling of five different materials;
papers, plastics, cardboard, bottles
and cans. Many of those recycled
f)ieces are sent to Shredding on Site, a
oca! Waterville business that specializes in the destruction of residential
and commercial waste.
The College's consumption waste
such as bottles and cans are also

sent to Trafton Road Redemp
tion Center in Oakland, Maine, t<
be recycled alongside thousand:
of other wastes from central anc
northern Maine.
This competition represent)
a chance to help the Waterville
community and the College move
one step closer to achieving a sustainable world.
Overall, Bright hopes that the
campus community will become
more conscious of the need to recycle and will become more widely
involved in sustainability efforts at
the College.

Goldfarb Center hosts panel
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International
News Brief
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BY GRIFFIN METTO
News Editor

of Tues, Feb. 1, a skirmish between protesters and police officers in Kiev, Ukraine had left at least 14 people dead according
! Ato sCNN's Victoria Butenko and Michael Martinez. The incident
also left parts of Kiev burning, bringing the months-long conflict
between the Ukrainian dissidents and the government back to
the forefront.
Protesters began rallying against President Victor F. Yanukovich's
government near the end of November in Independence Square
at the center of Kiev after Yanukovich's government chose to seek
closer economic ties with Russia rather than with the European
Union. Yanukovichturned to Russian President Vladimir Putin for
relief funding. Putin and the Russians provided Ukraine with a new
source of money by purchasing $ 15 billion dollars in bonds from the
Ukrainian government.
The number of protesters reached as many as 300,000 by Dec. 1,
making it the largest protest in Kiev since 2004.
World leaders including Catherine Ashton, the foreign policy
chief for the European Union and US Secretary of State John Kerry have condemned the Ukrainian government for their previous
crackdowns on the opposition.
The first deaths connected to the demonstrationsoccurred on Jan.
22 when police shot and killed two protesters and a third died after
railing.
The intensity of the demonstrations had decreased until Tuesday's sudden peak in violent protests. According to The Washington Post, Riot police responded by launching a nighttime assault
on the protest camps. As of Tues. night, the government had not
organized a full-scale response, but former UN ambassador Steven
Piter called the governmentresponse "unconscionable" in an interview with the Post. „.
This action by the government was an unexpected turn of events
from recent days, when many of the protestersarrested in the winter
received amnestyfrom the government I
Yanukovich scheduled a press conference for Wednesdayto take
placeafter a meeting with oppositionleaders.However, the statements
by other members of Yanukovich'
s government on Tuesday indicated
that the two sides remainfar apart on basic economic issues.
According to CNN, Yanukovich's prosecutor general has blamed
protesters for every injury related to the demonstrations, making it
unlikely tensions in Kiev will come to a resolution any in the near
future.

WRITE FOR THE ECHO
Want to find out more about life on the Hill and
events happening on campus? Write for the Echo\
Email Tim Badmington at tcbadmin@colby.edu or
Julianna Haubner at jhaubner@colby.edu
for more information on writing for us.

BY SAVANNAH J UDGE
Asst News Editor
After having to reschedule due to
the snow, the Goldfarb Center for
Public Affairs and Civic Engagement
hosted three members of the Maine
House of Representatives on Feb.
18 for a friendly, open discussion of
Maine politics.
Gary Knight '66 (R-Livermore
Falls), Seth Berry (D-Bowdoinham)
and Robert Nutting (R-Oakland)
addressed a number of questions regarding their opinions on current issues in Maine.
Dan Shea, Director of the Goldfarb
Center and Professor of Government
at the College, began the conversation
by iterating that it is important for
Colby students to understand more
about Maine state politics in light of
the fact that "we really live by the rules
made at the state and local level."
Chris Shorey '16, a Goldfarb Fellow, served as moderator for the evening. Shorey introduced the panelists
and asked a number of questions,
which the three representatives each
addressed in turn.
The first question , perhaps the
broadest in scope, asked each panel
member to identify and discuss the
biggest problems facing the state of
Maine today. Kni ght , who has served
on the Taxation Committee for many
years, said that he believes Maines
'archaic" system of taxation is the
most significant problem the state
currently faces.
Berry, a longtime teacher and current House Majority Leader, commented on the challenges and opportunities presented by Maine's current
demographics. The challenge is that
the state's population is aging as more
young people leave to live elsewhere.
In Berry's eyes, young people represent the future of the state and Maine

has a lot to offer recent college graduates in the way of work, environment,
and quality of life.
Representative Nutting echoed
the sentiments Berry expressed in
answering the question of Maine's
biggest problem. Nutting, a native
of Skownegan and also a first-generation college student, recalled that
when he had the opportunity to leave
Maine to study at the Massachusetts
College of Pharmacy, he seized it, but
has since come back home and encourages other young Mainers to see
the world in order to better appreciate
what Maine has to offer. Nutting also
has a particular interest in transportation issues, serving on the Transportation Committee. His biggest
concerns in the transportation sector
revolve around the decreases in funds
fueled by a gasoline tax.
For the second question of the
evening, the panelists were asked to
comment on the partisan atmosphere
at the state level. The three representatives were in agreement that there is
less partisanship in Augusta than in
Washington, D.C. Nutting observed
that there is relatively infrequent
disagreement in the Maine House
of Representatives, but that the TV
media distorts the truth by reporting
almost exclusively the disagreement.
On the topic of partisanship. Nutting said, "If the Democrats all disappeared, the Republicans in the House
and the Senate would divide into
roughly two groups who had two different ideas about what they were going to do."
In the next question, the panelists
were asked to comment on the current proposal to expand Medicaid
coverage to an additional 70,000 to
100,000 Mainers. This was the first
question that brought forth disagreement between the Democratic
and the Republican representatives.

Posse holds retreat for scholars

Nutting said that he is against the
expansion, calling it a bad use of
state money in a situation where
other affordable insurance options
are available. Knight agreed with his
fellow Republican, noting that more
money should be spent on education instead.
Berry said the state should accept
the money offered by the federal government, commenting that it would
be a good thing for all other insurance holders in the state because it
would keeping inflation at bay.
All three panelists were in agreement in their answers to the third
question of the evening, which addressed the potential legalization
of marijuana. Knight, Berry and
Nutting are all opposed to legalizing marijuana for uni que personal
reasons.
The formal panel session was followed by a series of questions from
the audience, the first of which was
about how the stale is addressing
climate change. Berry and Knight
weighed in on this question, focusing
mostly on strategies involving renewable energy projects. Berry said that
Maine needs to do more to address
this global issue.
After a few questions were answered regarding specific points
made during the panel discussion,
the representatives were asked to
comment on what Maine is doing
to fight childhood obesity. Two of
the three representatives were conditionally in favor of a soda tax like
that in New York, and Nutting opposed it due to his belief in what
the role of government should and
should not be.
The evening's panel discussion
provided a uniquely intimate opportunity for students and residents
to interact with local representatives
thanks to the Goldfarb Center.

WOOFing in Belize: a unique JanPlan experience
Howler monkeys live on was destroyed, and because of that , there
hasn't been as much wildlife in general," Olyenik saidJanPlan is a time in which a stuShe continued , "All these other
dent on the Hill has the opportunity plants have started to regrow, but
to try new things and pursue his or not the tree that the Howler monher passions. This is certainly true of keys would live on. Basically our
Shannon Oleynik '16, an environ- job was to cut down a lot of the
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"We did a lot of work in the garWhen asked what a normal day
was like on the farm, Oleynik ex- den as well," Olyenik continued.
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that
every
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something different for her and the back in the bush... into the garden
seven other volunteers with whom area and filled these three large garshe spent the month. "We did really den beds with soil and manure. So
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the farm. There was a lot of machete
While volunteering at a farm is
work because of the invasive jung le certainly an important aspect of
[species]." she said. During her ex- the WOOF organization, another
perience Oleynik learned about the memorable aspect was the people
history of the farm and jungle at that she met while in Belize. "Most
which she worked. "There was a fire of the [volunteers] had graduated
a few years ago in that jungle, and college, but there were a few that
this one type of tree that all of the were still in college... and they were
B Y CARLI JAFF
Assistant Features Editor

"In return fbr
volunteering atafarm,
you receive a
place to stay,
food and everything you
would need to
live there"

from all over the United States...
Seattle. Colorado. Ohio. New York;
so many different places. It was just
awesome to get to know all these
people from all different parts of the
United States."
When asked about why she chose
to spend Jan Plan volunteering in
Belize, Oleynik responded , "Well,
my aunt WOOFed in the Czech Republic , and she was telling me about
it and it sounded really cool to me;
to stay with a family and learn to
farm because I had never done anything like that before, and JanPlan
seemed like the perfect opportunity
to do that...to do something you
wouldn't usually be able to do.
Oleynik then described the logistics and process of choosing the
exact farm she wanted to volunteer
at: "so I went on the WOOF website and just picked a bunch of random countries and looked at farms.
There wasn't really a methodology

to it. I just kind of found the farm
and it looked amazing. I'd been to
other Central American countries
before, but never Belize, so that was
interesting. It kind of just all worked
out that way."
Although Oleynik had never had
an opportunity to WOOF before,
she explained that it resonated well
with her interests. "Because I'm an
Environmental Policy major, it really translated well, I think. I enjoyed learning about the ways in
which [WOOFers] are able to farm
sustainably—the whole farm was
basically run on solar power... [Before WOOFing] I hadn 't been super
interested in the agricultural part of
environmental policy, but it definitely made me more interested in
learning about food policy and international agriculture."
In addition to the academic aspect of her WOOF experience,
Oleynik brought back many other

lessons with her to the Hill. "I think
that [this trip] and traveling alone
and having to meet all these people
that I'd never seen before in my life
and just doing everything by myself
for a while... definitel y made me
grow in that way. It was very inspiring... to see how much passion [other WOOFers] have for this land... It
was really a cool culture to see."
In the future, Oleynik hopes to
continue on the path of agricultural
sustainability. "I think I definitel y
want to WOOF again at some point
in my life. I would love to go back
[to Belize] or go somewhere new."
Oleynik recommends WOOFing
to anyone interested in receiving a
truly unique and eye-opening experience. I don't really know how
its going to impact my future, but
it definitel y made me think about
things in a different way; living
sustainably and with the earth, '
Oleynik said.

Club brings awareness to Muslim culture on campus
B Y A NH UONG
News Staff
When there is a void on the Hill ,
students find a way to fill it. The
Colby Muslim Group was initiat ed by a group of Muslim students
who wanted to be equall y represented on campus. It was created
with the purpose of augmenting
Muslim life at the College, providing a safe space for students, faculty and staff and members of the
greater community to engage in
their religious and cultural beliefs.
Not onl y is it a group for Muslims ,
but also for anyone else who is interested in or curious about Islam.
It is a channel to connect students ,
allowing peop le of the same background to come together to socialize , pray and learn.
The student organization consists of around fi ve to 20 students ,
ranging each year depending on
the Muslim population on campus. The Group 's Faculty Advisor
and Adjunct Assistant Professor
of Athletics Sakhi Khan hel ps
with organizing events , arranging
speakers and r u n n i n g services.
Wasif Hussain 17 is the current
president of the club. He emp hasized that althoug h he is the
president, there is no hierarch y
of power within the group; when
something needs lo be done, everyone works together. Hussain
vorks extensivel y with Sarah Asil
16 . the former president of the
organization. Asif said she would
love to have new members join
hut that they are a "small but close
knil group. "

Throug h the years , the Colby
Muslim Group has grown more
prominent on campus. They have
a permanent office in the Pug h
Center , where they hold prayers ,
meetings
and
socializations.
There is also a wide selection of
books and videos about Islam
open for public usage.
Every Friday the club meets in
the Rose Chapel to hold Jummah
prayers from 1-2 p.m.. During
these sessions , students , outside
speakers or the advisor lead the
crowd in prayer. Even Hussain
has led some prayers himself.
Khan described that since starting these services , more and more
Colby students, as well as members of the Waterville community
have participated. During Ramadan , the month of fasting, families
from the surrounding communities attend the dail y prayers at
nig ht. Peop le from many diverse
back grounds , from doctors to engineers , from Augusta to Bangor ,
show up to honor their faith.
The largest events hosted b y
the Colby Muslim Group are the
Eid dinners. These occur twice a
year at the end of Ramadan and
the two months following to mark
the end of the pil grimage to Mecca. Eid dinners are large cultural
food festivals with traditional Halal food , guest speakers and panels. Preceding the dinner, there is
always a prayer
After r u n n i n g the Eid dinners
for multip le years consecutivel y,
the Colby Muslim group ha*, es
ublished the event as a tradition Last year the mass was held
in Foss d i n i n g hall and over 100

Fieop le attended including Musims from the community, nonMuslims and professors. The
Group receives funding from
SGA and coordinates with the
Office of Religious Life and Spirituality and dining services to p lan
the dinners. Asif mentioned that
Kurt Nelson, Dean of Religious
and Spiritual Life, greatl y hel ped
the group with any hiccups during the process.
In addition to holding events ,
the Colby Muslim Group aspires to inform students on the
Hill about the religion of Islam
and clarif y misconceptions and
stereotypes . Asif can be seen
around campus wearing a hijab ,
a religious head covering worn by
many Muslims.
As the onl y one on campus participating in this tradition. Asif
said it is isolating and lonel y at
times. However , she continues to
wear her hijab proudl y as "a sense
of empowerment , an aspect of
modesty and a form of rebellion ,"
she said Sometimes she gets odd
looks from peop le, instead she
would prefer them to simply ask
her about her hijab , traditions ,
beliefs and religion.
The Colby Muslim Group realizes that the media presents stereotypes of Muslims and their
culture. The Group hopes that
throug h interactions and discussions with students throug hout
the College , they will be able to
dissipate these misconceptions.
Althoug h the organization has
been around for over a decade ,
there has been a lack of partici
pation and recognition by the

maj ority of students on campus,
vlslam is one of the fastest growing reli gions , with the second
hig hest population in the world.
Khan says that the Muslim group
"is something that every college should have." The Colby Muslim
Group aims to have more panels

in order to talk about the Islamic
culture and religion and bring
in peop le with diverse perspectives. This would allow students
to ask questions and become better informed which would hel p to
spread awareness of the Muslim
c u l t u r e here on the Hill.

Cautionary Tales of a Rshaholic:

Maine Ice Fishing with
Jake Abbhul '16

B Y J A K E A BBHUL
Contributing Writer
There 's something special
about sitting out on a frozen
bod y of water, watching the
occasional eag le fl y overhead,
feeling the wind easil y slide
over the smooth ice and hearing the engine of someone 's beat
up Honda Civic as it strugg les
across the lake.
Well . you guessed it—or
may be you didn ' t — it 's ice fishing season , and there 's n o t h i n g
that brings you closer to Maine
culture than getting out on the
"hardwater."
People ice fish in any state
where it gets cold enoug h for the
water to freeze about four inches
thick, but in Maine it 's more of
a lifesty le. Peop le will put their
ice fishing mini-cabins out in
iheir favorite sp ot, and many of
these huts will have a satellite
on top so the fisherman can enjoy hig h quality e n t e r t a i n m e n t
while catching a few cold-blooded creatures. Doesn ' t sound too
bad , does it?
Then again , that 's the interesting thing about ice fishing: it has
very little to do with the actual
act of fishing. Often you 'll hear
that a guy is going ice fishing to
escape from nis wife for a few
days. Being an avid fl y-fisher ,
I decided this year that I would
have to experience this type of
fishing that is foreign to me. To
f;ive you an idea of what it was
ike. here's a typical day on the
ice.
It often starts with an earl y
Saturday morning wake-up. We
load up the car with some chairs,
a pop -up shelter , an auger to drill
the holes and the tip-ups. Tipups are essentially just a free
sp inning reel with fishing line
that has a hook and bait on the
end. This reel is then attached
to a flag, so when a fish takes the
bait , the flag will pop up to alert
the fisherman.

Once we load up the car , we pation. Some days we wait for
head to the bait shop where we an hour , some days many hours ,
are sure to experience our first
and some days nothing happens
taste of Maine culture. Having at all. Although, when there is
gone to buy bait from the same some action, it 's easy to get exshop five or six times this winter , cited. One second you ' re sitting
I have slowl y built a relationship
there , asking your budd y if it 's
with the shop owner.
bad that you can 't feel your toes .
It would be conand then a flag
sidered
unnecespops up.
saril y formal to
It 's tradition for
learn the name of
the first person to
the bait dealer , so
see the flag pop up
instead we like to
to release a bloodjust call him "our
curdling scream ,
guy; " I have a feelsomething along
ing he has a few
the
lines
of
names for us too.
"Ftaaaagggglli"
The
interaction
This is the moment
with "our guy " is
when true chaos is
unleashed. Everyremarkabl y similar
every time we get
one proceeds to
bait. 1 walk in aiul
run , slip and fall
1 ask for smelt , and
towards the flag.
he tells me why I
With
everyone
surrounding
the
should buy shiners. So I buy shintip-up, we look to
see if the reel is
ers and I give him
sp inning, a signal
our game p lan , and
he tells me why our
that the fish has
the bait firml y in
game p lan is bad . so
its mouth. Some1 change the game
lake Abbhul'16
one then gives the
p lan. I say thanks ,
line a firm jerk to
he says good luck
set the hook, and
and we drive away.
I wouldn ' t have it
the battle begins.
Unlike traditional fishing, the
any other way.
At this point we usually dereel isn 't used to fig ht the fish , set
cide there 's no time to get a real you just pull the line in like a tug
breakfast , so we settle for boxed of war with Mother Nature. This
pastries at the Citgo Station. As allows the fisherman to feel evfar as location is concerned , the ery move of the fish, and it is the
Hume Center provides a good best part of ice fishing for me.
access point to get onto Messa- After all that preparation , it 's a
lonskee Lake , which is a popular great feeling to see a fish come
and convenient local ice-fishing out of a seemingly dead frozen
spot. Once on the lake, we set up lake, looking just as lively as it
some tip-ups 10 feet from shore would in the summer. However,
to target the fish that patrol the fish or no fish , a day on the ice is
shallows for food, and we set up always a worthwhile experience.
the rest of the traps about 20-30
feet deep for the fish in deeper
// you ure interested in Maine
water. Afterwards , the waiting fishing, have tiny questions about
gear, or need advice , feel free to
game begins.
It doesn ' t take too much time ematl Jake Abbhul at jaabbhul&>
sitting out in the cold staring at
colby.edu.
tip ups to build up some antici-

"That's the
interesting
thing about
ice fishing
though, it has
very little to
do with the
actual act of
fishing "

Do you have a great idea for an article?
or
Are you interested in writing for the Features
Section?
Contact Carli Jaff:
crjaff@colby.edu

Fowler'17 brings her
lovefor the outdoors

swim four miles at the end of the
semester , and she practiced dail y
alongside the other students and
faculty members who elected to
When she was young, instead
take on the challenge.
of watching television or playing
At HMI, Fowler would hike
video games like many other kids all day with her classmates, and
her age, Grace Fowler '17 always
then set up camp, where they
spent her time outside exploring.
would all do their homework.
It was not until she
Despite the hard
was older however ,
work. Fowler says ,
that Fowler 's child"When I went to
hood love for the
the Island School
environment came
and HMI it was iust
together with her
like I was back in
love for hands-on
elementary school
exp eriments , reagain, having fun
sulting in a true
with what I was do
ing and being re.ilh
passion lor the environment and eninterested m it....
vironmental issues.
The programs defiDuring
her
nitely sparked my
childhood. Fowler
current p ath. '
changed schools
After her first se
so many times
Blester on the Hill
that she cannot
she app lied and got
keep track. When
into * The Art ol Fl y
tenth grade came
Fishing." with Profesaround .
sor of Eng lish David
Fowler
Suchort, for her )an
found herselt in a
Plan course which
boarding
school
she chose in the
in Massachusetts.
"I loved my hig h
hopes of rep licating
Grace Fowler "17
her positive expen
school,"
Fowler
"but
ences with HMI and
exp lained,
the Island School.
after a tew months
I saw opportunities [elsewhere]
The class combined classroom
literature
I couldn 't pass up. " Specifically
learning,
reading
off-campus opportunities.
about environmental issues and
fishing, with hands-on experiThroug h a famil y friend,
Fowler had heard about a proence during a fly -fishing trip to
California. Fowler says , "I saw
gram known as the Island School
in the Bahamas , and the adverthis and thoug ht it would be a
great way to break up my semes
tisements at school made her
ters with one class I really, reall y
seriousl y consider app lying for
off-campus stud y. After comlove.™
D u r i n g their time in Maine,
p leting the app lications. Fowler
was admitted and ended up enthe class focused on learning
rolling in the Island School for about the biology of fish along
the Fall of 2011 and the Hig h side exp loring enviremmen
Mountain Institute ( H M I ) for tal issues in the western part
of the United States where the
the Spring of 2012.
Both programs were focused group would be' fishing Regard
on the environment, but each ing the fishing p o r t i o n of the
held very different experiences
class . Fowler says , "It is easy to
get frustrated if you are fishThe Island School had a cur
n c u l u m focused on marine bioling a hole for an hour, and you
ogy and environmental science haven 't caug ht an\ fish.... It was
specificall y geared toward t h e i r
a big test in patience, but it was
tropical surroundings.
just reall y nice to be outside,
HMI , located in Colorado, which made me feel like a little
was more focused on m o u n t a i n s
kid again. '
In her time on the hill Fowler
and e n v i r o n m e n t a l issues in the
western United States. Fowlei p lans on stud ying environincn
said that " these programs were tal studies as well as education
"[After Colby] 1 w a n t to go into
reall y where I got the seieiiec
t h e outdoor education field,
haek 'nround. Before I always fust
loved s w i m m i n g and noing out
spe-cificall) outdoor recre.ition.
si de, but because ol the Island
maybe .m environmental stience
School [and H M I ] 1 got more
l e . u l K i Preferabh at i school or
into the u k ' i u . ol it
w i t h i program where I could do
.i lot ol hands on work." Fowlei
Besides learning about the environment . Fowler and hei LI. ISS
said Foi now. however , sin con
mates underwent alol of p h ysical
Untied, Tin excited to get in
challenges in b u l b programs In
volved in mote things arouii I
Hie Island School Fowlei had to campus .\m\ lake more clash's
B Y KATHLEEN CARROLL
News Staff

"Before I
always just
loved swimming and
going outside,
but because
of the Island
School I got
more into the
science of it"

Ij etterj romthe Editors:

A speaker Vitamin C could be proud of
Nowthat we're a month into our seniorspring, we've gotgraduation on
our minds, in our opinion, last year's choice for commencement speaker
was.,.uninspired. He's a nice guy, we're sure. What weo" like, though, is an
eventto remember, and something that really reflects 2014s joie de vhrre.
will consider them;
Here are someof our suggestions, and we hopeEusas
Kid President Even if youdon't wantto admitit, youvewatriiedthatPepTalk
videohundredsof times.Andhaveit bookmarkedAlso, bHeresa solidchance
he will nde the momentumfrombis viral videosiritoan actualpresidential
candidacy,sndCofcy5beenona
"Letsbeaheadcftbecui^kidklatdy
GeorgeTake:Is it possible
to givea oooimeKwnent
speechcoinorised
en
tireh/ofUpworthy
headlines
'Only one way to find out
David FosterWaSac*Yeahokay sohes dead.TeddyRoosevekcontinued
to givea speechafter beingshotIn an assassinationattempt VWt don't want
anyone to accuseus of settinga low bar.Vfe expecthell caB the speech"A
Supposedly Fun Thing Vt Never Do Again." (Sorry. Engushmajorjote.)
Pam:Does anyone knowtfDana is open on commerKxmentSunday? She
maybebusy
KanyeWest 10/10 for unpredictablnyPlus, we're willing to bet not even
Elijah Parrish Lovejc^couldgivea speechwim fus mouth wired shut. Dou
ble phis, it's the closest JuUanna would be to guest starring on an episode of
Keeping Up With the Kardashiarts
Giorgio A. Tsoukalos(The Andent AUens Guy) (c/o Nick Merrill) Per
socially, Jm anxious to seehim exposenumbers of the faculty and Admin
istrarjonas aliens.
Tupac Shakur Hologram: Holograms depreciate like used cars* presumabry.Discount?
The entire senior class: As we each walk across the stage and take our diplomas, we add one word to the speech A Mad Libs for all time.
Jeff Coombs; You've seen us at our worst, now see us at our best
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My orig inal title was censored
I imagine that a miniscule portion
of you read the article that Tim Badmington wrote in last week's Echo
defending political correctness. I
will not go into detail about it here,
because I do not find his arguments
interesting and 1 assume y<
literate, but suffice to say th
gested that those who are
against political correctness are privileged white
people and bigots. This
is not an uncommon argument, but one which
must, I feel, be publically ai
dressed; tnere is a legitimate reason to oppose political correctnessPolitical correctness is not some
panacea to the ills of racism or whatever else Mr. Badmington might
have us believe. Political correctness
has no place on a college campus
because it is one of the tools used to
stifle discourse by those who interpret the world in the accepted manner. Assuming one thinks, as I do.
that a college is the correct place to
challenge assumptions and engage
in free and open discourse, then
the enforcement of a practice that
intentionall y stifles several forms of
discourse is pernicious.
For example, it is presumably not
politicall y correct to engage seriously on the issue of whether or not
the mentally handicapped should
continue to receive federal money
and whether or not they contribute
to society. Serious discussions of affirmative action are apparentl y no
longer PC, as evidenced by the demonization of its detractors in one
of Colby's past episodes of collective
hysteria. Is hysteria even an acceptable word any more, deriving, as it
does, from the Greek for uterus?
Or, to reverse the situation, how
can bigots be persuaded away from
their bigotry if they are not allowed
to speak? Reflexively silencing an

idea makes one's ideas seem weak,
not strong.
Allow me to present an example
from our past. Labor organizers or
civil ri ghts activists challenged the
status quo often by using language
to the majority; Malcom
:ampled, said some awful
.nd adversarial things in
his attempt to get his message across. He was challenging the status quo
that limited the language
he could use for effective
scourse. Though political
correctness is the new name of
this phenomenon, using a framework of "accepted" discourse has
been used for centuries to firml y
entrench some hegemonic mode of
thing. Political correctness is no different. It attempts to turn the liberal
consensus into the only acceptable
mode of thinking or talking by limiting acceptable discourse and forcing people to communicate in terms
from the liberal lexicon , thereb y
constraining them.
Mr. Badmingtons conception of
how language functions is also fundamentally flawed. He suggests that
in communication, how something
is received is more important than
its intention. I shall begin with a reductio ad absurdum to demonstrate
how ludicrous this is. Imagine that
every time someone says "apple" I
think "Holocaust,'' so that if someone says "I love app les" I would be
horrified. Obviously, it would be
nonsensical to blame the speaker
here, but if interpretation is so important then we must. More plausibly, imagine that at some point
I witnessed a brutal gun-related
murder: not impossible, given that
people in my neighborhood have an
unfortunate habit of shooting each
other. This has made me terrified
of all depictions of guns; even a cap

gun causes me to have episodes of
PTSD. Can we hold a child morall y
accountable for waving a toy gun
in my vicinity? I would argue that
we could not , as this would render
all human interaction meaningless.
We could arrive at the point where
every single thing offends someone,
thereby making discourse impossible in the Badmingtonian framework. Language is given meaning by
its speaker, and though interpretation can shade this meaning, to give
the latter primacy is foolish.
Finally, political correctness often
transcends the bounds of preventing offensive behavior and enters
ludicrous territory. My favorite example of this is the term "differently
abled." In the past, it was normal to
call the loss of function/mental ca[>acity for what it was. Now, if one
oses the ability to walk (quite literally dis-abled), it is now poor tact
to call this disabled. This is not effective discourse or a legitimate
complaint; it is histrionics. Most of
the time, objections are not even
made by those to whom such comments are directed, but by others,
like wealthy left-wingers from the
Mid-Atlantic or the Northeast (say,
Baltimore) who pride themselves
on by how many things they can be
offended by. Perhaps I should be in
a constant fit of pique because my
friends refer to me as a 'Dago,' even
thoug h they mean no harm by it.
As a free thinker and someone
who firml y believes that colleges
should be a place of free expression
where ideas can be presented and
challenged, I loathe political correctness. Let those ideas with inherent merit be praised and placed
above all others and let those that
are repulsive be met with opprobrium. But let us not put in ptace a
framework that silences those with
whom we disagree.

Musings on cheese from Colby's foremost affineur and beat-boxer

Artisan cheese and the reign of terroir

Cheese is a biological wildcard;
there are thousands of microbiological factors that directly influence the
tastes of cheeses. Whether it is the
animal producing the milk, the food
that the animal is eating or the molds
that occupy the rind, each have a direct impact on the product. These
factors along with the vt
in the cheesemaking pn
cess have created a world
where there are hundreds
of cheeses that are in existence. Yet, what makes
Mahon Curado—a Spanish cheddar—different from
Montgomery's Cheddar fro
l-.ngiandr Aren t they the same
style of cheese, from the same species
of animal? Aren 't they the product
of the same aging and cheesemaking
process? Well, they are. The difference
is terroir. which roughly translates to
"taste of p lace." Terroir is the manifestation of microbiological factors that
makes artisan cheese unique.
Terroir is the grass and foliage,
the cows, sheep, goat or buffalo eat.
Terroir is the effect that microbes in
those greens has on the milk of the
cows Terroir is the salty sea breeze
that sweeps through the cheese caves
giving aging cheese a briny flavor
Traditional cheeses that have been
around for hundreds of years have
developed this taste of place. For
examp le, clothbound cheddar from
America could never replicate the
pungent flavors tasted in cheddar
from Somerset County due to terroir. English grass is different , the
air is different and the cows live in
different environments. The small
est environ mental impacts affect the
taste ol the paste of whatever you are
luting in to.
Ihe- factonci/ation of cheese has
threatened terroir, the homogenfza
lion of cheese in honor of retaining
, ll,n,t nmnm in,! miMtnnl cn**n-*-

of money has put some terroir-influenced cheeses on the brink of their
death. Yet groups such as the appellation d'origine controlee (AOC)
have served as the savior of terroir.
The AOC and its peers have fought
bravely against industrialization and
have proved their case for the imporof terroir. Terroir is integral
:heese and industrialization
ireatens it, yet the AOC and
;raft cheesemakers strive to
keep the taste of place.
The factory is a menace
:o artisanal cheesemakig, which has been a handde process since the birth
of cheese thousands of years ago.
Contingents
of
farmers and corporations
have
risked the uniqueness and beauty of
cheese in honor of
money and a consistent product.
Terroir is at risk
when the factory
seeks to reproduce
a storied cheese.
When a factory
tries to bust out
x amount of Rri*»
from y amount
of milk the integrity of the product is
lost. The milk is skimmed, the process
is rushed and millions of Americans
do not experience true raw milk Brie.
Lucldrythis is a cheese that has been
redeemed by the AOC. Sadly, Brie can
be a bland creamy texture from a factory Brie Fermier is an AOC cheese
that can onl y be made under specific
requirements, The trend of replacing
local production with mass production is relevant across all foods, yet in
the case of cheese it is especiall y detn
mental. What is intriguing is that the*
factory and farmstead have reached an
infet-mwri-MMm,. „f-mri-uni TKic i* A....

to the fact that cheese lovers are fixated on having the terroir-influenced,
unique artisan cheeses, whereas a
shrinking population of Americans
is buying factory cheese. The role of
unique taste has begun to keep craft
cheesemakers active and afloat.
The role of terroir in cheese is irreplaceable and a battle has begun to ensure not only that terroir is preserved,
but that the integrity of the world's finest cheeses are retained. The most historical example of this cheese is none
other than the father of blue cheese,
Roquefort. Hailing from Mount Combalou in France, once upon apre-modern day, a cheesemaker happened to
leave his animal stomach bag of cheese
at the entrance of
his cheese cave
in Combalou, to
help some beautiful
milkmaids
find their way
back home. After a while he
came back, and
pulled Roquefort
out of his rennet
filled satchel. It
has modern day
impact in that it
is the first cheese
to be given the
title of AOC. In this case the terroir
is the mold that grows in the soil of
these now famous caves. In 1925, the
AOC elected to regulate this cheese to
protect its quality and integrity. The
AOC allotted specific regulations to
make cheese that could be deemed
Roquefort.'' In 1961 the AOC then
deemed this cheese as irreplaceable
and un-reproducihle. Thus restricting
the production of this cheese' to those
who used Mount Combalou. Thoug h
Roquefort is just a microcosm for what
the AOC ! has done for the preservation
of cheeses and terroir , some cheeses
'
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The Correct Bias

And why not beer and fine wine with dinner?

Anyone whos read this column for a
while knows that I liketo rant about Colbys drinking restrictions.These regulations aren't entirely Colby's fault; they're
related to the Puritanical streak mat
Americahasalways had towardsalcohol.
Unlike in much of Europe, opencontainers are illegal in public spaces. This rule
has its equivalent at Colby in that unless
theresa registered party,dorm roomsare
the only places where you're allowed to
drink.This shouldn't be the case
The campusis privateproperty;theres
no law that preventsthe College from
letting studentsdrink in lounges, dining
halls or on the quad. Since our actual living quarters are rather small, the campus
functions as one massivehome for all of
us. Imagine being able to enjoy a nice
glass of wine with dinner (isn't mat how
people are supposed to be drinking?)
Imagine sunbath 1ng on a hot May day
with a bottle of beer. Imagine sipping

scotch with your dose friends in your
residencehall's common room.
Think of the culinary and
cational potential of beingal
to drink at dinner. Havental
of us wondered what type of
wine pairs best with a Dana
burger? My money's on
Merlot, but Vd like the opportunity to find out Drinking
during meals is such a big p
of life after collegethat we might as
wellstart doing it now.There are people
here who don't even know howto open
a bottle of wine!
Furthermore, Useless's open container laws encourage us to stay inside, wasting a chance to take in the
campus's beautiful scenery. Many of
us attended Colby because of the natural beauty of its surroundings; why
should our weekendactivities be con fined to cramped dorm rooms?

With alcohol consumption currendy
limited to dorm rooms, binge drinklirives. Want to go to that hot
uty you just heard about?
Better chug out your beer before it's too late. Want to be
i psychologically capable of
handling a Page dance? Take
quick five shots in your room
before going out Wouldn't it
: better if we were just allowed
to take our drinks between buildings? People would consume alcohol in
a safer, saner way.
Drinking culture at Colby is certainly
flawed, but regulating where we can
imbibe doesn't help. People are going to
get drunk everyweekend; theymight as
well be able to enjoy the fresh air while
doing so. If people want to take their
beer outside of the rager so that they
can chat with friends at a reasonable
volume, they shouldn't be punished

for that Is it really better for everyone
if people restrict their drinking to the
sweaty party? Its true that security is
often lax about open containers; I've
only ever had to pour out my beer when
caught But still, it's a serious buzzkill.
not to mention a wasteof money.
Where open containers are allowed
in Europe, there's still a certain stigma.
Countries tike Belgium recognize that
we should have the freedom to consume what beverages we like in public
though people will still think you have
a problem if you're always walking
around with a can of beer. A similar
social mechanism would exist at Colby
if I got what I want people wouldn't be
constantly drinking.
It's silly that there's still this aura
around drinking where we all fed a bit
naughty when we do it That's part of
the thrill, and it's encouragedby unnecessary policies like the ban on open con -

tainers. Yes, theres a good argument to
be made about littering. No one wants a
campus rife with empty PBR cans. But I
don't thinkthis would be a serious issue;
Uselesscould increase the littering fine
and PPD could put more recyclingbins
around campus.
I realize that this issue is i nc redibl y
small in the grand scheme of things,
but I try to oscillate betweenbiggerand
small topics in this column. Also, I think
many of us can imagine the glories of a
world wherewe can enjoy a Miller study
beer without fear of rjunishment In the
past, people have Laughed when I've referred to us as adults.Though many of
us, myself included, are pretty immature, Im starting to see the correlation
between age and maturity as a myth.
Anyway, many of us ignore the open
container rule anyway,so the Administration should just let us go on our way
and drink where we please.

This Grand Fiction

First there was nothing. Then there was Colby.

"First there wasnothing. Then there
was Colby"
This week on "This Grc
Fiction," we take a break fron
our regularly scheduled
programming. Recent archaeological findings have
unearthed a series of ancient
clay iPads in a vault deep beneath Miller Library.They con
tain a fascinating version of the
Creation Myth, an English translation
of which has been reprinted here.
"The great god Colby sprang forth
from the inky chaos of time immemorial. Colby was a wild and unknowable
god, and the darkness suited Colby
not Defying this abyss, blacker than
the blackesthlackout, Colby said, "Let
there be light," and there was the Blue
Light Colby then gazed upon something that had previously been hidden:
a great mound of Earth. And Colby

looked left and then right, and realizing no one was around to call dibs;
yy claimed the mound and
uned it Mayflower Hill.
Vnd Colby saw that it was
pretty okay.
Colby sat upon the hill
and decided that verily,
was totally not happening,
ilby figured that if this party
was going to go off, it needed a
bettervenue.Thus, Colbybegan to fashion bricks of day and stack them into
rather uninteresting rectangular buildings. Indeed, artistically they kind of
sucked,but Colby was taking the course
pass/fail so Colby was totally coasting.
And this was Maine, it wasn't like there
was much to compare them to.
Colby was a little bit OCD (not really, but Colby was pretty average and
thought it made him sound more interesting)and had lined up many build-

Demographic woes
China has become used to facing adversity and challenges in its
mission to achieve full economic
development. Soon , however, it
will face an altogether new problem—a shortage of working-age
individuals. Chinas age
tribution includes a co
centration of citizens between the ages of 45 and
55 and another between
30-35. These currentl y
working-age individuals
will live longer than evei
before , and are followed !
a succession of smaller ge
tions, caused by dropping fertility rates that leave China with a
significant problem looming on
the horizon.
China 's remarkable GDP growth over the last 20
years has largel y been fueled b y
increases in worker productivity—driven by investment—and a
mass movement of workers from
the primary sector to the secondary sector, mirroring the trend of
urbanization.
Today, thoug h , China sits at a
precipice; It is nearing the Lewis
t u r n i n g point, and sustaining
its current growth levels will require that the economy can both
maintain its current level of in-

vestment and begin to absorb
the effects of a shrinking work
force while simultaneousl y undergoing a migration of workers
from the secondary sector to the
tertiary sector as China's ease of
rtation decreases.
In
tort , China must find a
way to increase productivity as human capital
decreases while keeping wages low and investment high.
China must find a
ay to weather this perstorm of a rising demographic dividend , coupled with
an imminent Lewis turning point
if it has any hope of avoiding the
pitfalls of development that sunk
Japan, The path China is currentl y on could lead to two contingencies: 1.) These factors fuel
a shift towards the tertiary sector , damaging productivity and
driving GDP down , or 2.) No
shift occurs due to a lack of purchasing power and the economy
careens off the Lewis cliff and
rising wages drive GDP down as
exports decline. To make a long
story short: China 's capacity for
long-term growth is overestimated and overrated.

ings neatly in order. As Colby was almost done, the remaining void, lurking
on the fringes of the hill, coalesced into a
mighty murder of Crows. The countless
Crows' collective cry created a colossal cacophony, and Colby was startled.
From Colby's palm fell the final piece of
Frat Row, and it landed awkwardly off
to one side. Off into the aether flew the
horde of Crows, but not before leaving
a massive pile of bird poop. Colby was
disgusted and said, 'Gross, man,' and so
the building that had fallen was named.
Then Colby realized that he had run out
of clay, and thus he shaped the Crows'
droppings into five great white buildings. And he called them Hillside, and
"
they were shitty forevermore.
Here the next few tablets' screens
are cracked seemingly beyond repair,
though carbon dating indicates that
the scribes continued to use them stubbornly. The text becomes fragmented.

but some excerpts have survived. The
most coherent of these describes the
Fall and Original Sin.
"And so the Colby student urged
on to dark deeds by the talking bottle
of Svedka, reached up and plucked an
Exit Sign from the Doorway of Knowledge Of Good and Evil. And the student realized they were browning out
and started panicking. Colby's sentinel,
the mighty cerulean guardian named
Security, saw their fright, and summoned the great god Colby to mete out
punishment.
The great god Colby was angered,
and spoke first to the Svedka: 'Svedka,
accursed are you, and along with all
other hard alcohol, you shall be banned
for all time, and the students shall lust
after you and consume you in secrecy
and fear"
And then to the student body: 'Students, you have sinned. No longer will

you live in immortal glory as eternal
freshmen, you will mature and graduate and face the harsh joblessness of
the lands beyond. The campus will
grow cold and bitter in winter, and you
will suffer the chill of the biting Maine
wind All students will pay again and
again until Judgment Day for the Original Sin of Dorm Damage. Students,
you will be doomed to work hard and
play harder. In your drunkenness your
desire will be for Papa John's, and his
pizza will rule over you. By the swag
of your brow, you will eat Sodexo food
until you return to the real world, since
from it you were taken; for dust you
are, and to dust you shall return: #Yolo.'
And so spoke the great god Colby, and
it was all good." ¦
Alas, the rest of the text is too corrupted to translate, but rest assured
that Ken Ham will found a museum
based on it

Down with Australia
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Sponsors: Kazakhstan, Guinea, Chad, Syria, Turkey, Greece, Armenia, Pakistan.Poland, Bangladesh,
Austria
Reaffirming that we are rationalactors who seek to undermine those whowish to destroy our economies
and way of life. In a world where we face threats and insecurity it is wrong for nations to exist which are too
privileged and sloppy in their distribution of luxury goods likejacldiarnmers.Australia should perhaps be quarantined, I would remind all relevantpatties, because of its tack of moralfiber and the general stupidityof its
population.
Noting that a gang of wild kangaroosmurdered my entirefamily.On a sunny April day while I was reading
manga,Ihearda rustling and a bustlmgfrom the woodsnearm^
of a new paint job. I put mybook down and called to ray dad, whowasbusyfixing the bidetHe rushedout in
time to see nothing but the rising dust as the fod band ofkangaroos raged across the dirt He covered his eyes
as I looked up at him, and that was the last I ever saw of my father. Kangaroosare an unacknowledged menace
and they need to be dealt with.
Stressing that it is wrong to be both a continent and a country For too long Australia has tried to have its cake
and eat it too. Most countriessuffer the humiliation of beingbut a small part of a larger continent Australia
mustalso experience mis.
1.) Encouragesall righteous countriesto make life miserable for Australiaand anyone who helps it
2) Forcefully proposes that Australia's conti nent hood be revoked,and that the surrounding area be referred
to as Oceania.
3.) Requests that all nations direct their nuclear missiles towards Australia with the hopes of exterminating
the kangaroopopulation.
4.) Politely reminds all countriesthat the Sydney Opera House is a highly overrated piece of architecture.
5.) Smugly asksall interested partiesto not talk to any delegate from Australia. If one must communicate with
a delegate, spitting on their shoe is the preferred method of interaction.
6.) Strongly advises all willing participants to embrace their inner essence and realize that our true enemy has
revealed itself, and that it is Australia.
7.) Violently reminds everyone that Australia is a cultural wasteland; its contributions to art, philosophy, and
science are nil. This is possibly because its population is mostly descended from psychopathic prisoners who
even the British thought were too foul for their gray island.
8.) Angrily rem bids everyone that Austria came first, and they sound too similar.

Conner publishes book on engagement in the arts
B Y IZZY ZAIDI
News Staff
In her recentl y releasedbook, An
dience Engagementand the Role of
Art '. Talk in the Digital Era, Associate Professor of Theater and Dance.
Chair I ynne Conner shows that audience entoyment is connected to
an ability to interpret a work of art
tor its meaning and value in a social
setting.
Conner began her project about
I r> years ago when, "I starte-d think
ing about audiences and what audiences want out ol their arts experience... for me. the definition of arts
is reall y theater , dance and museums;
what some people refer to as 'the serious arts. " Ceinner explained.
Conner started doing work in
Pittsburg. Penn. where she used
to teach. "I was working with Arts
Foundations to hel p them understand the nature of audiences and
thanging audiences." Conner said.
\s a cultural historian, as well as a
historian of theater and dance, Conner was fascinated by what audience
behavior was like in the past. "What
I discovered was that audiences
were a lot more active than we are
today."
Conner wondered if there was a
relationship between more active
involvement with the arts event
itselt and an interest in attending
the arts. To explain active involve
ment, Conner used the examp le of
going to a theater: "The rule is you
sit down in your seat, the lights go
down and you are quiet and still
'lull mig ht laug h out loud, but oth-

erwise you wouldn't make any noise
and at the end. you will applaud ,
and then leave That's the etiquette
that surrounds going to a play.''
However, this wasn 't always the
norm. "Up throug h the end of the
19th century, audiences went to plays
and they talked to each other, they
talked to the actors, they came and
went, they left to go get food., they
just did what they wanted to do. They
didn 't treat the theater event as this
thing you hael to be reall y quiet to ex
pe-rience," she exp lained.
Active involvement in the arts is
similar to the active involvement by
spectators in sporting events, since
sports allow people to have an opinion on what is happening around
them. This, according to Conner, is
wh y people prefer attending sport ing events to going to the theater.
"What I think is valuable about
looking at the past is that peoplehad a sense of ownership over what
goes on on the stage, and people had
an interest in coming back another
time, " she elaborated.
If active involvement makes art
more appealing, then why did it
diminish? "There 's very compel ling evidence by lots of historians
that point to a couple of social eng ineering practices in the late 19th
earl y 20tn centuries that quieted the
audiences down. It had to do with
a notion in the United States that
audiences could show their sophistication and identif y with a hig her
social class it they were quieter and
more reverent as audience members.'" Conner stated.
In this way. theater managers and
other forces in society forced the au-

dience to stay quiet during the duration of a show. "They were being
reeducated," Conner said.
Another factor in the diminishing active involvement in the arts
was the advent of electricity. "Prior
to the incandescent bulb, it was not
possible to darken the peop le in the
auditorium comp letel y, and have the
stage lit. because it lust wasn 't possible and had a lot of comp lications, "'
Conner stated. She went on to explain that when the lig hts were on.
the audience felt like a part of the
production , but if they went down,
it was a cue to be quiet.
In Arts Talk, Conner is arguing
that the digital era allows people
to express themselves and weigh in
on anything in the form of Twitter
and Facebook posts , and Instagram
p hotos, which allows active involvement in the arts. "Extending that
experience to other people implies
that you 're giving your interpretation, your opinion. That 's what we
enjoy...I think there 's a kind of renaissance in audience engagement
based on the digital era." Conner
said.
Conner 's book encourages arts
organizations to embrace the digital
world so that audiences can go online and discuss the value of a particular piece of work is, instead of simply being told what to think. Conner
went on to explain that , "having the
chance to express vourself in a public
way makes a diflerence and makes
the experience more fun."
To get audiences reinvolved with
interpreting art it is important to
find ways to engage peop le with
talking about the art itself. "The key

thing is for us to find ways to have
conversations outside of the venue.
How can we get people to see a play
and then talk about it in the same
way they go to a movie and then talk
about it? We need to get people reengaged in this process in our culture.' Conner said.
As time progresses, more organizations are starting to find ways to
engage their audiences in the arts
again. For instance, many arts organizations are using online portals
for viewers to state their opinions.

These developments aren 't just happening online—many theaters are
staying open for hours after an event
so that people can stay and discuss
what they saw rather than leave
right away
The future seems bright for active
involvement iu discussing art. Even if
audiences are no longer talking during productions , they converse about
art afterwards, deepening the plea sure they receive from art, and making it more likel y that they will return
to experience more of it.

Powder & Wig opens up with Vagina Monologues
B Y H ANNAH S CHAFER
News Staff
This past Saturday ni ght.
Powder and Wig presented its
a n n u a l p r o d u c t i o n of " The Vagina Monologues" in Page Commons just in t i m e for V a l e n t i n e s
Day. Co-produced b y A m n e s t y
International.
Gentlemen
of
Quality, Feminist Alliance, and
SHOC. the show spread a message of positive bod y image and
love throug h both shocking and
awe inspiring performances.
After interviewing 200 women
from varying backgrounds, ethnieities. sexual orient a t i o n s and ages.
Eve Ensler first
wrote the Vagina
Monologues
in
1996. The production
aims
to d e b u n k misconceptions and
stereotypes
surrounding
sex .
f e m i n i n i t y and female bod y image.
I his e m p o w e r i n g
experience
for
women and men
alike
emp loys
open and honest
d i a l o g u e about —
you guessed it — vaginas. The
monologues were so successful
(hat they evolved i n t o an off[Jroadway p r o d u c t i o n and even
.in HBO m i n i - s e r i e s .
The yearl j t r a d i t i o n differed
in that t h i s year it was considered a wellness s e m i n a r — f i r s t
yea i s t u d e n t s received c r e d i t for
attending t h a n k s to SHOC and
thi
ldministrai ion This not
tinh he l p ¦ the I 'M ient e t u r n
t.iit hm .i ' s. u l p convey the
iiu- s.i|
. , ].t-- variety of stu
lit) 1 'he prodtu
dr.i ¦¦ i hug< crowd, .mil ev ¦
i\ purchased ticket donated S2
¦¦ the Sexual Assault < iis f s and

Support Center.
Depending on the production
site, the actors and the director,
monologues shape shift from
p e r f o r m a n c e to p e r f o r m a n c e . In
Colby s case, students directed
their peers, which added a poig n a n t and relatable tone to each
and every monologue. Among
the chosen pieces, "My A n g r y
Vagina " and "The Woman Who
Loved to Make Vaginas Happy "
elicited laug hs as they h u m o r ousl y touched on the inconveniences and sexual experience.
that
come
with
being a woman.
Laug hs not onl y reverberated t h r o u g h
the crowd, but also
m o m e n t s of intense
poi gnancy
and
shock.
Both
Elisabeth
Chee ' 16 and Sall y
)in ' 15 captivated
the audience with
their
incredibl y
authentic
performances.
Regarding
the
healing
process after traumatic child-abuse
and sexual assault,
"The Little Coochi Snorcher That
Could" (directed b y
C h r i s t i n e Kashian
T4) narrated one
survivors
healing
exp erience. "My Vagina Was M y
Village "(also Kashian) hig hlig ht
ed the many instances of sexual
exp loitation of Bosnian women
in rape eamps
Interspersed b e t w e e n hilarious and heart-wrenching mono
log ties renditions ol "The Va
gina Workshop . p e r f o r m e d b y
Megan M a e K e n / i e 15. "Because

The production aims to
debunk misconceptions
and stereotypes surrounding sex,
femininity,
and female
body image.
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" Six Year < >ld ( . i l l . performed
by I aura Jensen '17 sent electric messages ol pride and em
powerment through the - packed
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and Not So-Happy Facts ," as titleil in the pre»duction, imparted
upon audiences bits of scientific and concrete knowled ge to
the audience. For example, 28
c o u n t r i e s that practice genital
m u t i l a t i o n and in those, three
million girls a year suffer the
consequences. These facts provided grounding perspective for
the audience and broug ht it back
to reality between the emotional
roller coaster rides.
The show c u l m i n a t e d w i t h

Chelsea Regan ' 17 and her
s t u n n i n g p e r f o r m a n c e of "I Was
There In The Room " (directed
b y Ty ler Harley ' 15). Written b y
Eve F.nsler herself, the monologue comes from witnessing
the b i r t h of her g r a n d d a u g h t e r .
The full circle effect of the prod u c t i o n left audience members
with w o n d e r f u l l y satisf y ing closure.
A n n e Vetter '17 , one of the
three girls who performed the
opening for the show, gushes .

"It was an honor to be part of
such a wonderful c o m m u n i t y
of women. I was so inspired b y
them , as well as the amount of
peop le that came out to support
us."
Overall, the production gave
the c o m m u n i t y a rare o p p o r t u nity to t h i n k about issues not
often widel y discussed on campus. The s t a n d i n g ovation by
the end t>f the show was a test a m e n t to the positive response
from the College c o m m u n i t y .
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Proulx57adep tsBrokeThe Best Book I Never Read
back Mountain to op era
Literary Rambling*

For most of my life, rvebeen a reader.
I cant count how many times I have
started this column with thosewords. Its
not anything new.But hereI am, writing
them again. At this point I figure if you've
got it, might as well flaunt it
When I was younger I de
voured books, mostly because I spent a significant
amount of time in the
backseat of the family car
as we drove all over New
England on the competith
freestyle skiing circuit I was
a shy kid, and thought that books were
the best way to show what I was thinking and feeling.What resulted was the
socially unfortunate habit of bringing a
book with me everywhere.
In middle school,
^^^
I read white I waited
for the bus. In high
school, I kept a paperback in my glove
compartment in case
my car died and I
had to wait for AAA.
When I commuted
into New York for internships. I had a different book in every
bag so that I could just
pick up right where I
left off; this resultedin
a ridiculous amount
of dog-eared tomes
that were finished
within about four to
five days of picking
them up. In the last
three years, I've managed to maintain a
solid completion rate—I read60 books
in 2013—but have found that people
more and more are asking me, "How
do you find any time to read for fun? "
I used to laugh and give a "you'll never
know" kind of look,but I have to come
clean. My name is Julianna Haubner,

and I am a book abandoner.
At this point, I expect you to either
roll your eyes and groan, or just stop
reading this altogether.It's a completely
normal reaction, and it's why I typically
not share how much I actually
ead; it 's like a girl complaining
about being a size 0. Totally
unnecessary,and mostly for
attention or validation.
I promise, though, theres
a point to be made. When I
vas a teenager, I never stopped
waythrough a novel. It made
me feel like I was giving up on it , not
intellectually tough enough or copping
out If I wasn't completely engrossed in
Tfie ScarletLetteror the other required
reading I had to do, I thought I was
missing something.
But, because it was a
book I had to read," I
read it At one point
I even made a goal
of reading all of the
classics, at least those
designated by Clifton
Fadimans The New
Lifetime ReadingPlan
(I know—nerd alert).
I got through about
six books before
scrapping the whole
thing. Since then, I've
started and stopped
countless works that
are considered to be
both cornerstones of
literature, or benchmarks of contemporary culture. Why? Because 1just didn't
think they were all that great (at least in
my opinion).
In my yearsof experience, I've ultimately come to learn that if you don't
like it, don't finish. A book might have
amazing reviews, a killer cover or a
good plot idea, but if Im 100 pagesin

and not feeling it I'll pick something
else up. It 's a hard thing to do—especially whenit's costing you $24.95—but
you can't read everything, nor should
you want to. Life's too snort; like love
and food , a reading list shouldn't be
mediocre.Reading for the sakeof reading—and furthermore, reading for others—does not a bookwormmake.
An article wasrecently published on
the bloc Ihe Medium that suggested
required reading in schools is making
American kids hate to read, and I'm inclined to believe them. Being forced to
read things makes them a chore; what
draws you to a book is the feeling that
it's made just for you My dad, a high
school principal, implemented free
reading time in English classes, where
kids spend one period a week reading
a book they're interested in. And they
love it After all, who wants to slug
through Dostoyevsky or Joyce when
you hate it? If youclrather load up your
e-reader with Stephen King, go for it It
may not be the most literary of choices,
but it's your choice to make.
To the English professors who now
have me at the top of their kill lists, I
promise that I am not discounting the
influence or brilliance of these works.
Theyhold a lot of merit and should absolutely be read. I've just accepted that,
despite the piles upon piles of books I
have lining my shelves, climbing my
walls and driving my parents crazy, I
may never get to War and Peace.As I
approach the mahoganydoors of Borges' imaginedlibrary-heaven, I'd like to
know mat my shelves reflected who I
am, and not who I tried to be. Give me
Empire Falls over George Eliot any day.
Now, has this realization stopped
me from buying an obscene and potentially bankrupting amount of books
from Barnes & Noble? Absolutely not
But hey, some habitsare just too hard to
break.Sorry, Mom and Dad.

BY LUCAS KILLCOYNE
Contributing Writer
Brokeback Mountain, the short
story penned by Annie Proulx '57,
has been adapted once more, this
time into an opera. Unlike the
Academy Award-winning film adaptation of the same name, which
was developed with Proutx's approval though not direct involvement , the opera's libretto was written by Proulx herself.
Conceived by Charles Wuorien,
this performance seeks to capture
the complex emotions and motivations that were embedded within the
ori g inal story, while expanding upon
the musical components of the film
version. Although the transition
from paper to stage is not always a
simple one, Wuorien and Proulx feel
that the operatic medium allows for
a unique perspective on the development of the main characters.
As Wuorien explained in an interview with National Public Radio
(NPR) with regard to Ennis Del
Mar, played by the late Heath Ledger
in the 2005 film, "Over the course
of the opera he becomes more and
more capable of self-expression and
self-acceptance. He deals first in
grunts and shouts, basically."
"Then, as he gets older and a little
bit more mature, he sings more and
more," Wuorien said "When he finally gets to elaborate singing, it's at
the very end of the piece, wrien Jack is
dead and he has lost everything. The
tragedy of it is that he's achieved this
very painfully, only after it is too late."
Despite these melancholy undertones, the opera seeks to highlight
the process of change, rather than

the finality of the conclusion. As
Proulx commented (also on NPR),
"We need to know what has happened, why he has changed. We
need for him to tell us what's happened to him."
As such, Proulx and Wuorien
hope that their opera is capable of
conveying to audiences Ennis' internal struggle with his sexuality as well
as his place within his Wyoming society. The film's focus was primarily
p laced upon the two male leads gave
Proulx and Wuorien a chance to
diverge from the popular movie by
highlighting Alma, Del Mar's wife.
The reasons for her beefed-up
role within the narrative are twofold.
First, her inclusion allowed for the
voices of the farmers' wives to be
heard, offering the perspective of the
often-overlooked homemaker.
Additionall y, as Wuorien points
out , "When you contemplate an evening on stage with two men doing a
great deal of the singing, you have
to confront the possibility of getting
tired of hearing that. So, there is a
direct practical, theatrical and musical reason for wanting more women
in the picture. There is a scene for
Alma in the wedding dress shop
where she is picking out the gown
she will wear in her wedding to Ennis, and that gives me a chance to
have a complete change of sonority
in the score, with the female voices
that have not been present before.
Readers of Proulx's work, as well
as fans of the film, should be enthusiastic at the prospect of Brokeback
Mountain's expansion into a new
format and its entry into a medium
that the writers believe will help to
express narrative in a more rich and
complete fashion.

Flynn holds poetry reading
Boston University Study Abroad
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Noontime Art Talk
12:00 PM - 1:30 PM
Art Museum
History Candidate Talks:
Comparative World History
Candidate with Michelle Pinto
5:00 PM - 7:00 PM
Miller 014
An Evening at the Observatory
Hosted by Professor
Elizabeth McGrath and
Colby Space Club
7:00 PM - 9:00 PM
Observatory
Body Image Awareness
Film Screening
7:00 PM - 9:00 PM
Pugh Center Commons
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Women's Ice Hockey vs. Trinity
I 3:00 PM - 5.00 PM I Alfond Athletic 1

Noontime Art Talk
12:00 PM - 1:30 PM I
Art Museum Lobby

Music at Colby Series
I 7:30 PM - 9:30 PM I Lorimer Chapel 1

How Can I Help?
Supporting a Friend
with an Eating Disorder
7:30 PM - 8:30 PM
Pugh Center

Catholic Mass
4:30 PM - 5:30 PM / Lorimer Chapel
SGA Meeting
7:00 PM - 9:00 PM / Roberts - Smith
Hurd Robins

Environmental Studies
Lunchtime Lecture Series
11:30 AM-1:00 PM
Fairchild Dining Hall

SGA Story Time
8:00 PM - 10:00 PM / Page Commons

Galileo Turns 450
7:00 PM - 9:00 PM
Lovejoy 100
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"Lili Lugo Guest Speaker
4:00 PM - 7:00 PM I
Lovejoy 215
Women 's Ice Hockey vs. Wesleyan
7:00 PM - 9:00 PM /
Alfond Athletic Center

WHAT IS SLAVERY TO ME?
Images and Lessons from
the Peculiar Institution
7:00 PM - 10:00 PM
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M. Hockey heading to playoffs
Losses to Wesleyan
and Trinity give
Mules 8th seed
BY HIB SCHENCK
StaffWriter
The Colby men's hockey team
played host for the last two times
of the season this past weekend.
On Friday, the Wesleyan University Cardinals traveled up to Waterville , with the Trinity College
Bantams following suit on Saturday. The two-game weekend was
a tough one, as the Mules faced
a Cardinals team that , despite
being under .500 in league play,
owned as many wins as the Mules
on the season entering the game,
and Trinity entered the Saturday
contest leading the New England
Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC). The Mules entered the weekend in a position
to possibl y move up the ladder of
the NESCAC standings into the
top four seeds, all of which play
at home in the first round of the
league playoffs.
Friday nig ht 's game against
Wesleyan was one that Colb y
had to have in order to stay in
the chase for a home playoff
game. The Cardinals entered the
game below Colby in the league
standings. The game started out
dead even, as neither team was
able to break throug h for most
of the first period until the visitors potted one past junior netminder Sam Parker at 18:28, and
the teams went to the dressing
rooms with the Mules down 1-0

after one. Colby came out strong
in the second period and tied
the game at 3:42 on a 4-on-4
shot from first-year EI Rauseo
who tallied his fifth goal of the
season on assists
from sophomores
Jonathan Sdao and
Alex Walsh.
The game remained tied for the
next 11 minutes
until the Cardinals took another
lead at 15:22 of the
second. Unfortunatel y for the home
team , this goal was
only the beginning
of the end. Wesleyan netted two
more goals in just
59 more seconds
to take a commanding 4-1 lead.
Another score from Wesleyan in
the third made the lead 5-1 before
Ray Zeek '15 scored Colby 's last
goal of the game to make it 5-2.
Robert McCormick '15 and Geoff
Sullivan '17 assisted on the goal at
16:50 of the final frame. The loss
was a tough one for the Mules as
it made the road for a home playoff game that much more difficult
with powerhouse Trinity coming
to town the next nig ht.
The visiting Bantams came out
strong in the first period of Colby 's final home game of the season. Trinity built a 2-0 lead in the
first period , and started the scoring again in the second to make it
a 3-0lead before the Mules fought
back. Senior Captain Nick Lanza
scored his 13th goal of the year
just over two minutes after the

visitors ' third goal on assists from
fellow seniors Jack Bartlett and
Ben Chwick. Trinity responded
by scoring another to retake their
three-goal lead. Lanza came up
huge once again ,
intercepting a pass
on the penalty kill
and scoring on a
breakaway for the
shorthanded goal ,
his 70th career
point (32 goals and
38 assists) and 14th
goal of the season. The 4-2 score
would ultimatel y
hold as both goaltenders
stoned
shooters the rest
of the way. Colby
first-year Ben Csiernik made his first
collegiate start and stopped 30 of
34 shots.
Despite the two home losses
Colby remains an outside con tender for a home game in the
first round of the p layoffs. In order for the seniors to get another
home game, Colby first has to
win its remaining two games. If
that does not happen, they cannot earn the home game. If Colb y
manages to win both its games ,
and Bowdoin loses both its games
while Middlebury loses at least
one of its games , the Mules will
have earned the home game. As
it stands, the Mules are guaranteed a trip to the p layoffs , as the
lowest remaining seed possible
(eigth), but a higher seed would
be preferable to avoid the dual
powerhouse Trinity and Amherst
in the first round.

Brian ne Wheeler '14
Sport

31

W. Hockey
Position:
Goaltender
Hometown:
Brussels, Ontario

Saves againstWesleyan
u

to leadtheColWhy: Atwo-yearoptain,Wheelercontinoes
by vvomen's hod^teamfromthenet Lastseason
,Wheeler
posted an impress**.915 sawpercentage**khwas good
enough
for fifthinthe NESOfc Though21 ganesthisseason,Wheek*hasimpowdonthtfma^tun^
percentoftheshotsthathawcomeherway,goodibrthirdin
the league.Whenher three shutoutsaretakeninto account,
WheeterdeariystandsoutasanefiteNESCACgoalie.

TheWeekin Numbers
1
All but one of the point-producers for the Colby
women's swim team at the NESCAC champ ionships
were first-years and sophomores.

1:44.63

First-year alpine skier Michael Bordman's time over
two runs at the Williams Carnuval , good for his
season-best seventh p lace finish.

39
Runnerswho couldn't beat Colby 400-meter sprinter Brum Sommers' 17. At the New England Dill championships, Sommers
outran all NESCAC rivals,with an impressive timeof 50.75.

W. B asketball ends
season with a def eat
BY KIERNAN SOMERS
Staff Writer

W. Hockey captures big
win, looks to postseason
Hamilton team next
opponent for Mules
before playoffs
BY R USSELL OLLIS
Staff Writer
After an action-packed week
of games, the Colby women 's ice
hockey team is one step closer to
their postseason goals. The Mules
are now 8-12-2 overall and are in
seventh p lace with a 4-9-1 record
in New England Small College
Athletic Conference (NESCAC)
p lay after a pair of victories and a
loss in the past week.
On Tuesday, February 11, the
team travelled down to Plymouth , New Hampshire for an
out-of-conference game against
the Pl ymouth State UniversityPanthers. While the Mules came
away with a 2-1 victory, the mood
was not all positive.
"Even though we beat Plymouth State, we weren't very happy
with our performance," said forward Elisa Rascia '16, "We came
out lackadaisical , but luckily got
the win." Rascia added that the
women acknowled ged they needed to pick up their game going
into the crucial weekend series

against NESCAC foe Wesleyan.
The weekend showdown versus
the Cardinals proved to be vital
for the Mules. On Friday ni ght ,
the squad skated their way to a
2-0 shutout victory. "Although
everyone had a great game, Delaney Fl ynn [' 17] reall y stood out ,"
says Rascia. "She created a lot of
opportunities for us with oddman rushes and drew a few penalties as well." Goalie Bri Wheeler
'14 made 31 saves en route to her
third shutout of the season.
The game on Sat., Feb. 15
proved a bit more difficult for the
team , as they lost a close 1-0 tilt.
"Since it was Wesleyan 's senior
day on Saturday, they came out
strong," said Wheeler. "We had
a few close scoring chances late
in the game, but the puck didn't
bounce our way." While the
women had hoped for a weekend
sweep, getting that important win
in the opener against Wesleyan
was a huge boost for their postseason seeding.
"At this point it 's all about
seeding." Wheeler explained.
"We hope to keep winning and
move ourselves forward to a better seed." Additionally , the team
next on Colby 's schedule, Hamilton College, defeated Bowdoin
this past weekend , meaning that

if the Mules had lost both games
this weekend, then next weekend
would have been a must-win.
However the final scenario will
p lay out , one thing is certain—the
Mules will host Hamilton this
upcoming weekend. The Continentals have struggled this year,
boasting a mere 1-11-2 record in
the NESCAC, but they are better
than they appear on paper. Their
4-1 victory over Bowdoin last
Sunday—a team that is currentl y
fourth in the NESCAC standings—showed how toug h and resilient Hamilton can be.
The Mules are hoping for a
sweep of Hamilton to secure
a better seed for the NESCAC
playoffs. "Their record may not
show it , but (they] are a good
team ," says Rascia , "and with the
amount of volatility in the league,
we have to bring our best game."
With only two points separating
the teams from fourth to eighth
p lace , the NESCAC seeding is up
in the air at the moment. Wheeler added , "Hamilton has nothing
to lose at this point , so we need to
get excited and give it everything
we have."
The women's ice hockey team
faces off against Hamilton this
Friday ni ght at 7pm , with playoff
imp lications on the line.

Squash qualifies for nationals
BY HENRY HOLTZER
Staff Writer
It 's been an up and down year for
both the men's and women's squash
teams. Both programs posted impressive New England Small College
Athletic Conference (NESCAC) wins
over Connecticut College and Tufts,
but suffered tough losses against instate rivals Bates and Bowdoin. The
men currentl y sit at 9-14, while the
women are 6-13 as both teams look
to close out their season on high
notes when they travel to Harvard
and Princeton respectively to play
in the Collegiate Squash Association
National Team Championships.
Ihe start of the season looked
promising on the men's side as the
team came strong out of the gates,
posting a 6-4 record in its first 10
games. Young standouts Patrick McCarth y ' 17 and Hugh Doherty ' 17
stepped into huge roles in their first
seasons with the Mules. When the
two have been able to play in matches, they have consistentl y been in the
top four seeds for Colby with Mc-

Carthy sitting at number two for the
entirety of the season.
As the season progressed, the
team took difficult losses to NESCAC squads such as Middlebury and
Williams, as well as a thrashing at the
hands of perennial juggernaut Trin ity in the NESCAC squash championships, played at Hamilton earlier
this month. Whatever happens this
weekend at the National Collegiate
Championship, the male Mules
know that they have a strong core in
place for years to come as McCarthy
and Doherty join a team that has
two sophomores, CJ Smith and Yuga
Koda already playing at a very high
level for Colby.
After the national championship,
McCarthy '17 said, "Altogether, I
thought we had a really good season.
We played well as a team this season ,
we have a lot of good young guys
coming back, we'll put in some work
this off-season and see what happens.
All I know is that I'm excited for the
future. I think we saw a glimmer of
our potential today against Amherst.
We played on of our best matches
of the season, but just couldn 't quite

pull out a close one."
On the women's side, the season
had some good highs as well as a
few tough lows. Impressive wins
over Northeastern , Smith , Tufts,
and Connecticut College were peppered throughout a few backbreaking stretches for the Mules. The team
faced the challenge of replacing last
year 's first and second seeds, with
onl y one senior coming back to play
in 2014.
As another young team, the women have shown that they have a lot of
talent to build on over the next few
years. First year players Ren Robinson ' 17 and Caroline Pelham '17
gained some valuable experience
playing squash at the collegiate level experience that they 'll need as they
continue to improve on the squash
circuit. Next year, the team brings
back four sophomores, including
number one Julie Wolpow '16, and
three juniors, including captain
Madeline Hunsicker. It is this kind
of returning depth that should pave
the way for Colby women's squash to
have a successful 2014-2015 season
and beyond.

Entering the last week of the season with the playoffs out of reach and
only two games left on the schedule,
the Colby women's basketball team
looked to push hard and give it their
all for the seniors this weekend.
In a Valentine's Day matchup,
the Mules were heavy underdogs as
they travelled to No. 4 Tufts (21-1).
Fighting hard and hanging with the
Jumbos, the Mules were only down
by two entering the half, but a breakaway performance in the second half
by the Jumbos led to 32 second half
points, allowing them to walk away
victorious 54-33. With the win, Tufts
clinched the number one seed in the
New England Small College Athletic
Conference (NESCAC) tournament
and remained undefeated within the
conference. The Mules dropped to
7-16 overall and 1-8 in league play.
After a slow start for both teams,
the Jumbos went on to lead 20-13,
but Colby's accurate 3-point shooting, success at the foul fine and determined defense quickly erased the
lead, cutting it to two points and
holding Tufts off the scoreboard for
the final four minutes of the half.
Both teams shot under 30 percent
in the opening half and combined
for 17 turnovers. Coming out after
the break, Carylanne Wolfington '16
drained a three-pointer to give Colby
its one and only lead of the day that
quickl y disappeared after an ensuing
penalty on the next play. The pair of
free-throws gave Tufts the lead and
turned the tide, allowing the Jumbos
to slowly pull away from the Mules.
Colby hung around and trailed by
5 (30-25) at the 12-minute mark, but
Tufts simply overpowered the Colby
squad, going on an 18-4 run to close
out the game and holding the Mules
to just six points in the final 11 minutes of play. The Jumbos were led
by first-year Michela North with 15
points and Colby was led by Gabe
Donahue '14 with 10 points. Colby
was plagued by turnovers, giving up
the ball 20 times, but a bright spot

was fantastic free-throw shooting by
the Mules shooting 100 percent from
the line.
After a disappointing performance
against Tufts, the Mules returned to
Maine the following day to finish the
season in Lewiston against in-state
rival Bates. Together at the bottom
of the NESCAC standings, the Bobcats and Mules were playing for their
seniors, but the former group stood
out as Meredith Kelly '14 scored?24
points to lead the Bobcats to victory
67-40 over the Mules. The Mules
only trailed 9-8 in the opening foiir
minutes of the game, but the Bob
cats went on a 21-7 run to push the
margin to 30-15 entering the break.
After opening the scoring in the second half, the Mules were never able
to close the deficit to fewer than 13
points and Bates continued its dominance outscoring Colby 37-25 in the
last 20 minutes. Mia Diplock '16 led
the Mules with 15 points, and Desi
Smith '16 continued her excellence
from the line and finished the season
118 of 132 (89 percent) while leading
the NESCAC in free-throw percentage. Colby closed out the season at
7-17 overall and 1-9 in the league,
while the Bobcats finish up at 8-16
overall and also a 1-9 record in NESCAC matchups.
Colby has high hopes for next
year as they return a young squad
with scoring leaders Wolfington (297
points), Desi Smith '16 (296 points),
and Mia Diplock (237 points) along
with lots of other talent. Colby says
goodbye to standout seniors Gabe
Donahue, Appalonia Tankersley, and
Jen Nale. Smith said it best, describing her experience with the seniors:
"I can t say how much I will miss the
three seniors next year. They made
this past season one I will never forget, and I wish uSem all the best in the
future. Speaking for my whole team,
although the basketball season has
come to an end, I'm lucky enough to
know our friendships with App, Jen
and Gabe will continue throughout
our lives, and that is something special that I don't believe many other
teams can say.You all mean the world
to us."

MensSwimmingandDMr^atNESOMi
Friday, Feb. 21st

TBA

Brunswick, ME

Men's Hockey at Tufts
Friday, Feb. 21st

700 pm

Medford. MA

Women's Hockey vs. Hamilton
Saturday, Feb.

21st 7:00 pm

Home

Indoor Track at New England Dills
Saturday,Feb.

22nd 11:00am

Mass.

